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a word

from editor-in-chief

With the launch of G800, the longestrange aircraft in Gulfstream history,
and the G400, the first new entrant
to the large-cabin class in more than
a decade, Gulfstream is displaying
a bold vision and revolutionising
business travel through their endless
pursuit of excellence and innovation

The COVID-19 pandemic had undoubtedly a debilitating
impact on the global civil aviation industry including on its business aviation segment. After the cancellation of the 2020 edition
of the National Business Aviation Association – Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-BACE), this global event made
its re-entry on to the global scene from October 12-14, 2021.
This year, NBAA-BACE featured business aviation visionaries
and entrepreneurs who shared their forecasts on the industry’s
post-COVID future and where they believe business aviation
will be in the next two decades. The 2021 NBAA-BACE certainly
stood out as one of the most impactful shows ever, especially
after the past year of the pandemic. The event proved to have
galvanised the industry behind an era of strong growth, innovation and a commitment to sustainability. This issue of SP’s Aviation carries a comprehensive report by Ayushee Chaudhary.
In a related development, leading business aircraft manufacturer Gulfstream, introduced two all-new aircraft, further expanding its ultramodern, high-technology family of aircraft - the Gulfstream G800, the longest-range aircraft in Gulfstream history,
and the Gulfstream G400, the first new entrant to the large-cabin
class in more than a decade. Known for elevating aviation to an
art form through their endless pursuit of excellence and innovation, Gulfstream’s bold vision is revolutionising business travel in
the 21st century with a portfolio of aircraft to suit all missions.
The launch of these finest aircraft from the best business aviation
company is covered in this issue of the magazine.
In the domain of commercial jets of up to 150-seat capacity,
Embraer of Brazil has clearly emerged as the leading player on
the global scene. The latest product from Embraer in the regime
of commercial jets up to 150 seat capacity is the Embraer E2
Profit Hunter the programme for which was launched in 2013.
Today, Embraer has a heavy back log of orders for this platform.
The Embraer E2 Profit Hunter is a next-generation platform
which is endowed with a variety of new features that gives it the

potential to deliver class-leading performance and efficiencies.
This issue of SP’s Aviation carries a detailed report on leading
Operators of the Embraer E2 Profit Hunter aircraft.
The commercial air space in India is getting crowded very
fast as another airline is about to take flight. Akasa Air is the
new kid on the block and it pitching itself as an Ultra Low Cost
Carrier (ULCC). Backed by the deep pockets of India’s big bull of
stock market Rakesh Jhunjhunwala, the airline has put together
a team of Indian Aviation veterans and should not be under estimated. We have a report on the new airline in this issue.
During the month of October, given the increased bonhomie and defence cooperation between India and Israel, Mirage
2000 fighters of the Indian Air Force participated in Exercise
Blue Flag 2021, the largest and the most advanced international
exercise ever held in Israel with 75 aircraft from 8 air forces
having over 10 different platforms and 1,500 participants. For
nearly 2 weeks, IAF pilots and aircraft were put through evolved
challenges, new training methods and enhanced capabilities
development. A report on this multinational exercise is included.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. We welcome
you aboard and wish you many happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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NEWS
LAUNCH OF GSLV-F10
Early morning on Thursday, August 12, 2021, the GSLV-F10 rocket carrying
Earth Observation Satellite EOS-03 successfully blasted off from the spaceport at Sriharikota. As the 26-hour countdown for Thursday’s launch concluded, the 51.70-metre tall rocket lifted off majestically at 05.43 am from
the second launch pad at this spaceport. The Earth Observation Satellite
would provide real-time images of the country and also be able to quickly
monitor natural disasters. The objective of the mission was to provide near
real-time imaging of large areas at frequent intervals, for quick monitoring
of natural disasters, episodic events and obtaining spectral signatures for
agriculture, forestry, water bodies as well as for disaster warning, cyclone
monitoring, cloud burst and thunderstorm monitoring.

Photograph: ISRo

viewS
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), the
Indian national space agency founded on August 15, 1969 by
the famous scientist Vikram Sarabhai. With its headquarters in
Bengaluru, ISRO is controlled by the Department of Space (DOS)
which comes directly under the office of the Prime Minister of
India. The Chairman of ISRO is also an executive of the DOS.
ISRO is the primary agency in India to handle tasks related to
space exploration as also the development of related technologies.
On the global scene, ISRO is one of six space agencies in the world
that are controlled by the respective governments and which possess full launch capabilities, can deploy cryogenic engines, have
the capability to launch missions into space and control a large
number of satellites launched by them that are in orbit around
the Earth. As of now, ISRO has undertaken over 110 missions into
space and has plans for several more that would include new missions under the Gaganyaan programme the aim of which would
be to demonstrate the capability to send humans to low earth orbit
onboard an Indian launch vehicle and bring them back to Earth.
ISRO has also undertaken missions to insert satellites into Mars
orbit. The next mission designated as Mars Orbiter Mission 2, is
planned for 2025. A highly complex mission for landing a space
vehicle on the Moon designated as Chandrayaan-2 that was undertaken by ISRO in 2019, proved to be a partial success. ISRO now
has plans to send a human being into space hopefully by 2023.
Prior to the launch of the GSLV-F10 rocket carrying Earth
Observation Satellite EOS-03, in November 2020, ISRO had
launched EOS-01, the first in the series of new Earth Observation
Satellites that bear a new generic naming system. It was launched
by Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV), the third generation
launch vehicle produced by ISRO. The EOS-01 was intended for
applications in agriculture, forestry and for supporting disaster
management. In February this year, ISRO had launched the Earth
Observation Satellite Amazonia-1 and 18 co-passenger satellites
on behalf of Brazil. The launch of the GSLV-F10 rocket that was
carried out on August 12 this year, was initially planned to be
undertaken in April or May this year. Unfortunately, on account
of the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic all across the globe,
the date for launch was rescheduled for August this year.

www.sps-aviation.com

The launch of the GSLV-F10 rocket carrying the Earth Observation Satellite EOS-03, is the second launch this year for the Indian
space agency. The EOS-03 which is a new generation Earth Observation Satellite, was designed to provide almost real-time images
of large parts of the country. The images received could be used for
monitoring natural disasters such as floods, cyclones, water bodies, crops, vegetation and forest cover. The next mission into space
after the launch of the GSLV-F10 rocket carrying the EOS-03 will
be the launch of the Radar Imaging Satellite designated as RISAT
1A. This satellite will have the capability to capture images of the
Earth during both day and night. Its cameras have the capability to
capture images of the Earth through cloud cover as well.
Rather unfortunately for ISRO as well as for the nation, the
mission into space with the GSLV-F10 rocket carrying the Earth
Observation Satellite EOS-03, was not a total success. The failure
of this high profile mission was attributed to a problem encountered about five minutes after the lift-off with the third stage of the
GSLV-F10 rocket, which is powered by a Cryogenic engine produced indigenously. The GSLV-F10 rocket was supposed to insert
the satellite in the geostationary transfer orbit from where the satellite’s onboard propulsion system would have guided it into a geostationary orbit around 36,000 km from the surface of the Earth.
Apparently, the third stage of the GSLV-F10 rocket failed to ignite.
ISRO experienced failure of the GSLV-F10 rocket carrying
the Earth Observation Satellite EOS-03 after 16 missions carried out successfully since the year 2017. The launch of GLSVF10 was expected to signify the restoration of normalcy in space
exploration missions by ISRO that had been severely disrupted
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Apart from the loss of
a crucial satellite, the failure of the GSLV-F10 rocket it is likely
to have an adverse impact on the schedule of some high profile
missions in the future. ISRO would have to analyse and establish precisely the cause of the failure. It would also be necessary
for ISRO to take appropriate measures to rectify the fault to
ensure success of missions in the future. ISRO must learn from
the adage “Failures are the pillars of success”. SP
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Viewpoint

POWERING
THE LCA TEJAS MK 1A
The deal for 100 GE F404 engines would help further strengthen ties between India and the
US especially after the latter has declared India to be its major defence partner

Photographs: SP Guide Pubns, GE Aviation

By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)

india’s indigenous aircraft lca tejas mk 1A
with ge f404 engine

PROCUREMENT OF GE F404 ENGINES FROM THE US
At the end of the second week of July this year, the Indian media
carried the news that the nation was close to signing a deal with
the United States (US) valued at $700 million for the purchase of
100 General Electric F404 (GE F404) engines to power the Light
Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas Mk 1A fighter jets that have been
designed and developed by the Indian aerospace industry. The

4
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LCA Tejas Mk 1A is a single-engine, 4.5 generation, single seat,
multirole fighter aircraft that is currently being manufactured
in the country by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), the
Indian aerospace major in the public sector. The engine maker
General Electric Company on the other hand, is a multinational
conglomerate in the US. The GE F404 engine was selected by
the Indian aerospace industry to power the LCA Tejas Mk 1

www.sps-aviation.com
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as efforts by the Gas Turbine Research Establishment (GTRE)
under the Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) in India to develop the Kaveri engine for this platform,
had run aground. The Kaveri engine was planned to be a low
bypass, twin-spool, turbofan jet engine with the capability to
provide 80 kN of thrust and adequate thrust-to-weight ratio
required for a modern fighter jet.
As per reports, negotiations between India and the US for
the supply of 100 GE F404 engines have nearly been completed
and all related issues are believed to have been sorted out. The
contract with GE for the procurement of 100 GE F404 engines
is likely to be signed this year and as and when this happens,
it will be largest deal with the US in the domain of the defence
industry since the purchase in February last year of 24 Sikorsky MH-60R Seahawk helicopters for the Indian Navy and six
Boeing AH-64E Apache attack helicopters for the Indian Army.
The most recent deal for 100 GE F404 engines would help further strengthen ties between India and the US especially after
the latter has declared India to be its major defence partner.
This apparently has been done to counter the escalating threat
from China.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LCA TEJAS MK 1A
The first supersonic combat jet produced by the Indian aerospace industry commencing in the late 1950s, was the Hindustan Fighter 24 (HF-24) Marut. The fleet
of HF-24 Marut aircraft was retired from
service in the late 1970s. The decision
by the government related to indigenous
design and development of a new combat platform for the Indian Air Force
(IAF) to replace the ageing fleet of MiG21 fighter jets, was taken in 1983. For
the development of this new combat platform which was called the LCA and was
later renamed as “Tejas”, a dedicated
organisation named as the Aeronautical
Development Agency (ADA) was created
and placed under the Defence Research
and Development Organisation (DRDO).
Initially ADA was manned by around 250
engineers that were transferred from
HAL to ADA to undertake this task. While
ADA was made responsible for the design of the platform, the
task of production of the LCA Tejas was assigned to HAL.
The first aircraft designated as the LCA Tejas Mk 1, was formally handed over to the IAF in 2015, more than three decades
after the project was sanctioned. As the performance of the LCA
Tejas Mk 1 failed to meet with the expectations and requirements, the IAF suggested 43 improvements on the LCA Tejas
Mk 1 most of which were pertaining avionics and weapon systems. Amongst the improvements suggested, some of the major
ones included upgrade to Active Electronically Scanned Array
(AESA) Radar, installation of Self Protection Jammer, Software
Defined Radio (SDR), enhancement of Software capability and
Computing Power, incorporation of Radar Warning Receiver
(RWR), integration of Advanced Short Range Air-to-Air Missile
(ASRAAM) weapon system for close combat role procured from
European missile maker MBDA and capability of in-flight refuelling and improved maintainability. As the IAF was desirous
of a more capable platform, the order for the LCA Tejas Mk 1
was restricted to just 40 aircraft to equip two squadrons. One
squadron of the LCA Tejas Mk 1 is already operational and the

second squadron is in the process of being equipped with this
platform and should be available for flight line operations in the
near future.
POWER PLANT FOR THE LCA TEJAS MK 1A
The LCA Tejas Mk 1 is powered by the GE F404 engine that
belongs to a family of afterburning turbofan engines in the
static thrust of 10,500 to 19,000 pounds (47 to 85 kN) class.
To significantly enhance the performance of the platform, the
IAF would have liked the LCA Tejas Mk 1A to be equipped with
the more powerful GE F414 engine that is capable of producing a thrust of 22,000 pounds (98 kN). Unfortunately, there
were some impediments in the way that made this aspiration
of the IAF somewhat impractical and not possible to implement. As the GE F414 engine is larger, has a diameter which
is larger than that of the GE F404 engine and is of higher
weight, it would require substantial redesign of the fuselage if
the GE F404 engine is to be replaced by the GE F414. Redesign of the fuselage of an aircraft is a complex exercise and
would take years as in this case, it would virtually amount to
be a new platform. An extended timeframe would be required
as the modified aircraft with a larger fuselage would have
to go through the complete process of test flights to clear
the platform for induction into the IAF. In view of this major
impediment in the pursuit of the aim of the IAF to replace the
GE F404 engine with the GE F414, the
proposal had to be dropped for the first
batch of 83 LCA Tejas Mk 1A for which
orders have been placed with HAL by
the IAF. The `48,000 crore proposal for
procurement of 83 LCA Tejas Mk 1A
aircraft was cleared by the government
in the month of February this year.
Where India has lost out in this deal is
the absence of transfer of technology
by GE which would have been of some
help for the Indian aerospace industry
in its effort to design and develop an
engine for the Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), a fifth generation
combat aircraft that is currently on the
drawing board.

As the IAF was
desirous of a more
capable platform,
the order for the
LCA Tejas Mk 1
was restricted to
40 aircraft to equip
just two squadrons
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GE F414 ENGINE TO POWER THE LCA TEJAS MK 2
The GE F414 engine is now planned to be fitted on the LCA
Tejas Mk2 which is planned to be a medium weight, multi-role
combat aircraft. This is the next major indigenous programme
in respect of combat jets for the IAF. The LCA Tejas Mk 2 will
thus be practically a new aircraft that is being designed for
the IAF by ADA in collaboration with Aircraft Research and
Design Centre of HAL. Compared to the LCA Tejas Mk 1A, the
LCA Tejas Mk 2 will have an elongated airframe, close coupled
canards, new sensors and a more powerful GE F414 engine.
This new platform is expected to deliver significantly better
overall performance. As revealed by HAL, the maiden flight of
the LCA Tejas Mk 2 combat aircraft is expected to be undertaken sometime in 2023 and if this is successful, the series production of this aircraft is expected to commence hopefully by
2026. Given the notable deficiency in the strength of the combat fleet of the IAF today and the procurement of new combat
aircraft from foreign sources becoming increasingly difficult,
the IAF has no option but to depend on the Indian aerospace
industry to revamp its combat fleet. SP
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50 years

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh formally inaugurating the “Swarnim Vijay Varsh”, a conclave to mark 50 years of the war with Pakistan

50th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE INDO-PAK WAR 1971
Overall, the conclave was an extremely enlightening experience not only on the war with
Pakistan in December 1971; but more so the prevailing geopolitical and geostrategic disposition
of the nation

Photograph: IAF

By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
The year 2021 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the
war between India and Pakistan that was waged in December
1971 by the armed forces of the two nations. The war culminated in a humiliating defeat for the Pakistani Armed Forces
deployed in East Pakistan. The Pakistan Army in East Pakistan
surrendered to the Indian Army that took 93,000 prisoners of
war who were finally released by India over a year after the
war. But what was of greater significance was that the war in
December 1971 resulted in the emergence of Bangladesh as an

6
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independent nation. The Indo-Pak war fought on both the Eastern and Western fronts was one of the shortest wars in the history of warfare. It lasted for just 13 days in which there was full
involvement of and support from the Indian Air Force (IAF). The
Indian Army penetrated East Pakistan moving on three axes
and totally decimated all opposition by the forces of the enemy.
The role played by the IAF in the war was indeed exemplary
and the employment of air power had a strategic effect on the
final outcome of the conflict with Pakistan.

www.sps-aviation.com
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CONCLAVE TO CELEBRATE VICTORY
It is on account of this background that
the IAF celebrated in grand style the 50th
anniversary of the war in December 1971
designated as “Swarnim Vijay Varsh”.
The event also described as a ‘Conclave’,
was sponsored by Headquarters Training Command of the IAF on behalf of
Air Headquarters and was hosted by Air
Force Station Yelahanka over three days
from October 22 to 24, 2021. The event
was formally inaugurated in the afternoon on October 22, 2021 by Rajnath
Singh, Minister of Defence who released
the brochure and went on to address the
gathering in which he said “Today, on
the occasion of Vijay Diwas, I salute the
valour and bravery of the Indian Army. I remember the sacrifice
of our soldiers who wrote a new saga of bravery in the war in
December 1971. Their sacrifice is a source of inspiration for all
in India and the nation will always revere them”.
Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Chief of the Air Staff delivered the welcome address. This was followed by an address by
General Bipin Rawat, Chief of Defence Staff wherein he focussed on
“Higher Direction of War”. The final talk for the day was delivered
by Ajay Kumar IAS, Secretary, Ministry of Defence who addressed
the gathering on “The Factors That a Nation Needs to Focus On
When Involved in the Preparation or War”. With this speech, the
proceedings came to an end on the first day of the conclave.

The role played by
the IAF in the war in
December 1971 was
exemplary and the
employment of air
power had a strategic
effect on the outcome
of the conflict with
Pakistan

SECOND DAY OF THE CONCLAVE
Unlike day one, day two was a full-day programme with eminent
personalities addressing the gathering on a variety of subjects as
well as participating in panel discussions. The list of personalities and the subjects covered by them included Air Chief Marshal
B.S. Dhanoa (Retd), former Chief of the Air Staff who covered
in detail “Employment of Air Power in the War in the Eastern
Sector”. This was followed by address by Admiral Arun Prakash
(Retd), former Chief of the Naval Staff who spoke on “Operations
at Sea as Part of the 1971 War”. The renowned journalist and
TV anchor Maroof Raza spoke on the virtual mode on “National
Response to the Crisis in East Pakistan in 1971”. He was followed by Major General Ian Cordozo, a veteran who had taken
active part in the operations against East Pakistan in the war in
1971. He spoke on the subject “War in the East – a Saga of Courage”. Harsh Vardhan Shringla from the Indian Foreign Service
who is currently the Foreign Secretary in the Government of
India, spoke in the virtual mode on the subject “Humanitarian,
Political and Diplomatic Facets of the War in 1971”.
The programme for the day post-lunch was a panel discussion on the subject “Events and the Lessons Learnt in the War
in the East in 1971”. The participants were Air Marshal Harish
Masand (Retd), a fighter pilot of repute who has been honoured
during his career in the IAF with a Vir Chakra, Lt General Prakash
Menon (Retd) and Rear Admiral Sampath Gopal (Retd). The panel
discussion was focused on “The Events and Lessons of the War in
1971”. The panel discussion was followed by a lecture by Commodore Uday Bhasker (Retd) in which the speaker focused on Maritime Security in the Indian Ocean Region: Challenges and Paths
of Convergence”. The next speaker was Nitin Pai whose subject
of lecture was “Realignment of Contemporary Goals in the IndoPacific Region”. Nitin Pai is the Co-founder and Director of the
Takshashila Institution, an independent Centre for Research and
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Education in Public Policy. He is a graduate of Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore. The
talk by Nitin Pai was followed by a lecture
by Air Vice Marshal Arjun Subramaniam
(Retd), a prolific writer on military and
strategic issues. The subject of his talk
was “War and Conflict in Independent
India: Lessons for a Rising Power”. This
was the final lecture for the session on
the second day of the conclave.

FINAL DAY OF THE CONCLAVE
Day three, the final day of the conclave
had some very eminent speakers from
the civil domain. The session commenced with a talk by Gopalaswami
Parthasarthy who spoke on “Understanding Regional Security
Concerns”. Gopalaswami Parthasarthy served in the Indian Army
in the period 1963 to 1968 and had attained the rank of Captain
when in 1968, he joined the Indian Foreign Service (IFS). During his career in the foreign service, he held several important
appointments in nations across the world and was regarded as
“the tallest Indian diplomat”. It was particularly significant for the
conclave that Gopalaswami Parthasarthy had served as India’s
High Commissioner to Pakistan in the period 1998 to 2000.
The next speaker was Air Marshal Anil Khosla (Retd) who
dwelt with the topic “Changing Global Scenario: Multilateralism
and Flexible Security Cooperation”. This was followed by an
interesting lecture in the virtual mode by Shivshankar Menon,
a retired officer from the Indian Foreign Service. During his
career that began in 1972, Shivshankar Menon had served as
the Indian High Commissioner to Pakistan and Sri Lanka. He
had also done tenures as the Ambassador of India to China and
Israel. Currently, he is a Visiting Professor of International Relations at Ashoka University at New Delhi. Shivshankar Menon
spoke on “Geopolitical Lessons and Impact of the War in 1971”.
Second part of the morning session began with a talk by
Sanjeev Sanyal on the subject “Political – Diplomatic – Military
Synergy: Aligning the Keyholes”. Sanjeev Sanyal is an Indian
economist and popular historian. Currently, he is the Principal
Economic Adviser in the Ministry of Finance, Government of
India. A Rhodes Scholar and Eisenhower Fellow, he was Deutsche
Bank’s Global Strategist and a Managing Director till 2015. He is
the author of several books. This was followed by a talk by Lt General S.L. Narasimhan (Retd) on the subject “Continental Threats:
Geopolitical and Overlapping Domains”. The morning session
ended with a talk by Air Marshal Anil Chopra (Retd) on “Critical
Assessment of India’s Capabilities in Space and Cyber Domain”.
The last item on the third day of the conclave was a panel
discussion involving representatives from all the three services on
“Integration of Comprehensive National Power” in which the participants were Lt General Syed Ata Hasnain (Retd), Rear Admiral
S.Y. Shrikhande (Retd), both speaking on the virtual mode and Air
Marshal B. Suresh. The conclave lasting three days ended with a
closing address by Air Chief Marshal V.R. Chaudhari, Chief of the
Air Staff and a vote of thanks rendered by Air Marshal B. Chandra
Sekhar, the Senior Air Staff Officer of Training Command, IAF.
Overall, the conclave was an extremely enlightening experience not only on the war with Pakistan in December 1971; but
more so the prevailing geopolitical and geostrategic disposition
of the nation as also the challenges that the nation will be confronted with in the future. SP
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More Advanced,
More Innovative
‘Blue Flag’ 2021
After two weeks that filled Israeli skies with fighter jets
from around the world, the fifth Blue Flag exercise ended
with each participating air force returning with the
experience and knowledge gained at the largest and most
advanced international exercise ever held in Israel

Photograph: Israeli Air Force / Twitter

By SP’s Correspondent

In 2013, the Israeli Air Force (ISAF) held the first-ever
‘Blue Flag’ exercise - an Israeli international exercise that
includes just three participating nations: the United States,
Greece, and Italy. This year, those three countries have returned
for the fifth time, only this time they were joined by air forces
from four additional countries: Germany, France, India, and the
UK. Over two weeks, challenges evolved, new training methods
introduced and capabilities improved - this is ‘Blue Flag’ 2021
held from October 17–28, 2021.

8
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This years’ exercise, which has been held every two years
since 2013, was the largest and most diverse yet - eight air
forces, 75 aircraft, over ten different platforms, 1,500 participants, and two weeks of challenging aerial drills and joint missions. The exercise is of tremendous strategic-international
importance to the State of Israel, and acts as a bridge for
regional cooperation and enhancement of shared capabilities.
The exercise included the German Air Force and Royal Air
Force, each with six Eurofighter jets, as well as the United States
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Exercise
Dragon”) Squadron. Additionally, many countries arrived as
exercise observers. Among those countries were Finland, South
Korea, Japan, the Netherlands, Australia and more.
From the Cockpit to the Debrief Room
As the largest international exercise ever held in Israel, preparations were extensive and began over a year ago. The 106th
(“Edge of the Spear”) Squadron led the planning along with the
115th (“Flying Dragon”), the ISAF’s aggressor squadron. One of
the more significant challenges in preparation and execution was
the integration of fourth and fifth generation aircraft, as it was
the first time Israeli and Italian F-35s took part in the training.
“Fourth and fifth-gen aircraft have different capabilities and missions that are specific to each platform”, explains Commander of
the 115th Squadron. “The fact that they fly together in combined
formations is definitely challenging, so our job was to find the
right balance in the red force and level of difficulty”.
Throughout the exercise, forces performed many joint flights
that simulated combat scenarios. At the end of each one, aircrews
and other participating personnel gathered for debriefings conducted with advanced IAI (Israeli Aerospace Industries) systems
and led by the avionics department of the IAF’s Materiel Directorate, in cooperation with the 115th Squadron. Details from each
flight could be viewed and dissected - who got hit, which teams
succeeded in their missions and more. The debriefing aspect this
year, was especially challenging due to the large number of participants, wide-variety of aircraft and tight schedules.
A Bridge for Regional Stability
While the ‘Blue Flag’ exercise was designed to train fighter
squadrons, it also provided a great opportunity for other divisions to learn and improve. One notable example was the Air
Defence Division - a “Yahalom” (Patriot) battery simulated
enemy SAMs (Surface-to-Air-Missiles) as part of the aggressor
force in the exercise. The Air Control Division also played a role
in the large-scale drill, as the men and women of the Air Control
and Air Traffic Control School at Uvda Air Force Base took on
the important task of managing the airspace. This year, German
Air Force air controllers joined a team of Israeli controllers,
which strengthened the cooperation between the forces and
allowed for beneficial mutual learning.

Multinational Exercise ‘Blue Flag’ 2021
was the largest and most diverse yet
to be held in Israel

Air Force with six F-16CJ fighters, the Italian Air Force with five
F-35s and a Gulfstream G550, the Hellenic Air Force with four
F-16s, the French Air Force with four Rafale fighter jets, and the
Indian Air Force with five Mirage 2000 aircraft. From the Israeli
Air Force, 12 “Adir” F-35I jets from the 116th (“Lions of the
South”) and 140th (“Golden Eagle”) Squadrons participated, as
well as six “Baz” (F-15) jets from the 106th (“Edge of the Spear”)
Squadron, nine “Sufa” F-16Is from the 119th (“Bats”) Squadron, and six “Barak” F-16C/D planes from the 115th (“Flying
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A “Blue and White” International Exercise
Uvda Airbase is no stranger to foreign languages - as Israel Air
Force’s main deployment base, it is well-equipped for hosting air
forces from around the world. The base record was broken when
seven different countries arrived to take part in the ‘Blue Flag’
exercise, leaving not a single hangar empty. Hosting an exercise
of this scale is a not an easy task. Nevertheless, the personnel
at Uvda AFB rose to the occasion and prepared accordingly:
“There’s a cultural difference between hosting Israeli squadron
and allied squadrons”, explained the Commander of Uvda AFB.
The exercise was held in spite of the COVID-19 Pandemic, while
adhering to all of the health guidelines and precautions. Each
participant has been vaccinated and tested.
“This year’s ‘Blue Flag’ is the largest and most advanced
one to date”, said Brig. General Amir Lazar, Head of the ISAF
Air Division. “Even though this is an international exercise, we
are focusing on tasks that are familiar to the Israeli Air Force,
so we are holding an international exercise with a hint of ‘blue
and white’. We are dealing with airspace defense, and border
defense, a field that other countries have less experience in than
we do, as well as depth strikes and ground force support. The
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(Left) Mirage 2000 fighter of the Indian Air Force participating in the Exercise; (right) Indian contingent at Exercise blue flag 2021.

how we manage to improve and become a better air force”.
The last three days of the exercise simulated an ongoing
warfare scenario where each day affects the next. For instance,
if the “enemy” force were to strike storage facilities on the first
day, there will not be enough munitions to fight on the second
and adaptations must be made. In the complex reality of a war,
it’s important for the Air Force to be ready for joint combat.
Exercises like ‘Blue Flag’ improve cooperation between the
forces and ensure that in an event that all nations would have
to fight side-by-side, they could do so in the best way possible.
“The challenges we face are only increasing, and so we must
always be one step ahead of our enemies”, stated Commander
of the Israeli Air Force, Major General Amikam Norkin. The
‘Blue Flag’ international exercise ended after two weeks of
intensive training and cooperation at Uvda AFB.
Apart from the exercise itself, other historic events in the
field of international cooperation took place. In the first week of
the exercise, the IDF Chief of the General Staff, Lt General Aviv
Kochavi, awarded a medal of appreciation to the Commander
of the German Air Force, and the German Ambassador to Israel
awarded a decoration to IAF Commander, Major General Amikam Norkin. Additionally, the commanders of eleven different
air forces arrived at Uvda AFB for a monumental event, including the Commander of the United Arab
Emirates Air Force, Major General Ibrahim Nasser Mohammed Al Alawi, who
arrived for a historic visit in Israel for
International
the first time since the signing of the
Abraham Accords. Major General Norexercises include
kin addressed the distinguished visithe challenge
tors and explained the significance of
the ‘Blue Flag’ exercise: “Mainly in this
of integrating
area, the Middle East, I look at aerial
different platforms,
diplomacy and the relations between us
though this year, an
as a bridge to regional stability. What we
do between us, between the Air Force
additional challenge
commanders, is a bridge and foundawas introduced - the
tion that nations can work upon on
other issues”. Afterward, they particiintegration of F-35
pated in one of the exercise’s flight brieffifth-generation
ings, toured the various aircraft shelters,
fighters with fourthand spoke with exercise participants in
order to experience and learn about
gen aircraft
‘Blue Flag’ first-hand. SP

Photographs: IAF / twitter

exercise also includes ‘red’ aggressor forces led by the 115th
(“Flying Dragon”) Squadron, and SAM (Surface-to-Air Missile)
batteries that simulate enemy anti-aircraft fire”.
Almost every international exercise includes the challenge
of integrating different platforms and technologies, though this
year, an additional challenge was introduced - the integration
of Israeli and Italian F-35 fifth-generation fighters with fourthgen aircraft. Fifth-gen aircraft receive more mid-flight data that
helps them build an accurate aerial image. While flying with
other aircraft, they must be able to present that image in the
most efficient way possible. Moreover, there is a different balance of personnel between the command posts and the mission
leaders in the sky, since the platforms are capable of making
many decisions that fourth generation fighters cannot. This
change is being drilled for the first time in the current exercise.
“At our home base, we are used to training with a maximum
of 12 aircraft, all the same platform”, shared Captain Andrew, an
F-16 pilot and project officer of the American fighter wing deployment to Israel. “Blue Flag has a wide variety of platforms, and the
difference between platforms in the flight formations themselves
allows us to learn from their capabilities. The large number of
aircraft also helps us focus on flight coordination, which is a critical aspect of any large-scale operation that we’d need to perform.
This exercise is very challenging, but the
challenge is essential as it reflects the
level of training that we aspire to reach”.
Flying High Together
Unlike most international exercises,
‘Blue Flag’ hosts all participants at one
base. Forces don’t only fly together, but
also hold joint briefings and debriefings.
The shared experience allows for deep
mutual learning which enables participants to form relationships that could
not have been built through the radio
communication systems in their aircraft.
Flight Lieutenant Aakash, a Mirage
2000 pilot in the Indian Air Force said,
“Each air force has its own culture, both
professionally and socially. Understanding how each force operates is a unique
experience for us. We learn from other
nations and they learn from us, that’s
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E2 operators

KLM Group is one of the largest operators of E-Jets in Europe

leading
operators
Launched in the market in 2013, Embraer believes E2 to be the ideal tool for operators wanting
to enter new markets and take advantage of new opportunities

Photographs: Embraer

By Ayushee Chaudhary
Since its foundation in 1969, Embraer has delivered
more than 8,000 aircraft and is the leading manufacturer of
commercial jets up to 150 seats in Brazil. Embraer delivered 14
commercial jets in 2Q21, bringing the year-to-date deliveries to
23 commercial jets. Following solid sales activity in the period
across businesses, total company firm order backlog at the end
of the second quarter of 2021 was $15.9 billion.
The E2 Profit Hunter is a next-generation aircraft, without a middle seat. For operators, the use of smart materials
along with a newly designed high-aspect ratio wing, the aircraft
promises to deliver class-leading performance and efficiencies.
Embraer also gave its E2s new wings and landing gears, and
the company says 75 per cent of all systems are new as well.
In this Next Gen E2 aircraft, Embraer offers three variants:
the 80-90-seat E175-E2, 97-114-seat E190-E2 and the 120-146seat E195-E2. PW1700Gs power E175-E2s, while more-powerful PW1900G engines are used on the two other variants.
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It was in 2013 that Embraer launched the E2 programme.
The E190-E2 entered service in early 2018 with launch customer Wideroe, in Norway, and the E195-E2 followed in September 2019 with launch customer Azul, the Brazilian airline.
The E175-E2 is unlikely to enter service until 2024.
Some of the major operators of these E2 jets have been
listed below.
Azul Brazilian Airlines
In September 2019, Embraer delivered the first E195-E2 to
Azul Brazilian Airlines, making the airline the launch customer
for the jet. Since then, Azul has added five more E2s and plans
to eventually have a fleet of 75 E195-E2s and emerge as the
largest operator of these second-generation Embraer aircraft.
A key player of the Brazil air travel market, Azul already
operates one of the largest fleets of E195s in the world. Flying to 110 destinations with a fleet of 51 E195s and six E190
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Azul was the launch customer for E195-E2 and has one of the largest fleet of E195 in the world

(owned + leased aircraft), Azul was voted among the 10 best
airlines in the world. Commanding a nearly one-third share
of Brazil’s domestic air travel market, Azul has played a defining role in transforming the low cost carrier market in Latin
America. Fleet-wise, Azul has 178 aircraft, out of which nine
are Embraer E2 and 57 are Embraer E1 aircraft.
Helvetic Airways
Established in 2003, Swiss airline, Helvetic Airways is believed
to be next generation Embraer jet (E2)’s largest operator having
eight E190-E2s and four E195-E2s in its fleet. In June this year,
Embraer had congratulated the airlines on taking delivery of
the first of four E195-E2s. This delivery also made Helvetic the
first in the world to operate both variants of the E2. In August,
the final E195-E2 was delivered to Helvetic. This was the 12th
E2 jet to fly for the airline, and the final new aircraft to finish
the process of its fleet renewal.
Helvetic Airways boasts of one of the largest fleets for short
and medium-haul regional flights in
Europe. The addition of these aircraft
would let the carrier possess 16 E-jets in
their fleet – eight E190-E2s with capacity
for 110 passengers each, four E195-E2
with the capacity for 134 passengers
each and four first-generation E-Jets.
KLM Cityhopper
The KLM Group is the largest operator
of E-Jets in Europe and is set to outnumber Helvetic with its ongoing order
of E195-E2s. Four of these have been
delivered. KLM CityHopper that operates a total of 53 Embraer jetliners,
ordered 25 Embraer E195-E2 aircraft
with an option for 10 more. The first
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aircraft was delivered in February at a special ceremony in Brazil and recently it has received four next-generation E195-E2s,
which seat 132 passengers.
Dutch flag carrier and SkyTeam member KLM presently
operates a large and diverse fleet of 164 jets, including those
under its regional ‘Cityhopper’ brand, maximum among these
being the Embraer E190. KLM Cityhopper operates 32 of these
Brazilian-designed 100-seaters, accounting for more than
60 per cent of its fleet. In addition to these, it flies 17 88-seat
Embraer E175s.
Porter Airlines
Canadian Porter Airlines is E2’s North American launch customer. The carrier has placed a firm order for a record 30 E195E2s with purchase rights for an additional 50 aircraft with deliveries scheduled to begin in the second half of 2022. Embraer
informed that the airline is pursuing an expansion plan that will
complement its current route network. The new E2s are planned
to serve popular business and leisure
destinations across Canada, the US, the
Caribbean, and Mexico from Toronto
Pearson Airport, Montréal, Ottawa and
Halifax. The airline highlighted that the
E195-E2 is ideally-sized to open new
nonstop markets and increase frequency
on existing city pairs. With a possibility
of up to 80 state-of-the-art, Embraer
E195-E2 aircraft into its fleet, the airline is also in the league for becoming
E2’s largest operator. The aircraft are
being acquired by Porter Airlines’ sister
company, Porter Aircraft Leasing Corp.
The ability to convert purchase rights
to smaller E190-E2s is included in the
agreement.

In this Next Gen E2
aircraft, Embraer
offers three variants:
E175-E2, E190-E2 and
E195-E2 powered
by PW1700Gs (E175E2s) and PW1900G
(E190-E2 and
E195-E2) engines
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previously ordered two E190-E2s. Deliveries are planned to
begin in 2022. The 120-seat E195-E2s is expected to have 12
business and 108 economy class seats.
The flag carrier of Kazakhstan, Air Astana has signed a lease
agreement for five E190-E2 Profit Hunter, the first of which it
has already received.

Air Peace is the launch operator of E195-E2 in Africa

Air Peace
In January this year West Africa’s largest airline Air Peace took
delivery of a brand new E195-E2 at Embraer’s facility in São
José dos Campos. This was the first of 13 of the big E2s that the
carrier has ordered. The Nigerian airline is the launch operator
for the E195-E2 in Africa. The airline already flies eight 50-seat
E145s with Air Peace Hopper.
Air Peace also became the first airline to configure a premium cabin with the manufacturer’s staggered seat option.
Embraer highlighted that each of the 12 Business Class seats
is slightly offset from the other to give more space and privacy.
There are three rows of seats arranged two-by-two at 51-inch
pitch. Passengers by the windows have unobstructed access to
the aisle. There are large overhead bins also on both sides of
the aircraft. This is a differentiator from other configurations
that come with a narrow bin along one side of the premium
cabin which transitions to a larger bin at the start of the economy cabin.
Smaller operators of E2
While these are the major operators that are dominating
Embraer’s E2 profit hunter market with bulk orders, there are
other players who are also flying the E2 with comparatively
smaller numbers. Operating from their hub in Central Europe,
Belavia Belarusian is a long time Embraer customer, and now
has three new E195-E2 Profit Hunters in its fleet.
After acquiring five new E195-E2 aircraft from Embraer,
Binter Canarias became the first European company to operate
this model. The Canary Islands Company had ordered the E2
jets with a special configuration of 132 seats in a single class
with a comfortable space of 79 cm between them.
African carrier Congo Airways also ordered the Embraer E2
regional jets, with an agreement to take two E195-E2s. The Kinshasa-based flag carrier has exercised options for two E195E2s from a December 2019 contract for new E-Jets. The airline
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Potential operators of E2
Apart from the existing ones, the future of Embraer’s E2 generation looks promising too. The two major potential operators
for the same include India’s Star Air and the new US carrier
Breeze Airways.
Star Air took its latest delivery of another 50-seat ERJ in
February this year last month. In just two years, the airline has
built a network serving 13 cities with an all-Embraer jet fleet
despite the pandemic. Star Air’s CEO, Simran Singh Tiwana,
had underlined earlier that the airplane’s excellent reliability,
50-seat capacity and spacious 2+1 seat configuration proved
to be an asset during the pandemic. The carrier acquired all of
its ERJs from Embraer’s Asset Management division. Operating flights under the Indian Government’s UDAN Regional Connectivity Scheme, Star Air is in a strong growth position and is
likely to expand its fleet and explore E2 options.
In May 2021, the inaugural flight of Breeze Airways took
off, operated with an E195. The US based carrier plans to
deploy a fleet of 13 E190/E195s by this summer, comprising
three E195s leased from Brazil’s Azul Airlines and 10 E190s
leased from Nordic Aviation Capital. With plans of growing
the fleet further in the coming year, Breeze too holds a strong
potential to become one of the major operators for the E2 in
the near future.
In the context of E195s, Embraer noted that crossover narrow-bodies like these have been the first airplanes to return
to service during the pandemic, enabling airlines to quickly
adjust capacity with demand while maintaining frequencies.
The next generation E2 aircraft of Embraer further uphold
these attributes.
Also being stated as the quietest aircraft in the single-aisle
category, the E2 already complies with ICAO’S (international
Civil Aviation Organisation) rigorous Chapter 14 noise limits:
• Up to 65 per cent reduction in noise footprint compared to
E-Jet
• More than 20 EPNdb cumulative margin to ICAO Stage IV
limit ranges- Testing showed 4.0 EPNdB better than direct
competitor

25.4%
Delivers 25.4%
better fuel
efficiency per
seat*

10%
Up to 10%
reduction
in fuel burn
compared to
competitors

16%

99.9%

Delivers 16%
lower fuel
consumption

Of all missions
are within the
E2’s 2,450nm
range

With its combination of capacity and range in one high-performance aircraft family, Embraer believes E2 as the ideal tool
for operators wanting to enter new markets and take advantage of new opportunities. It also boasts the E2 Profit Hunter as
the world’s most efficient single-aisle aircraft that has shaped
the regional market with its sustainable technologies, superior cabin comfort, excellent economics and optimal range.
“As operators look to the future by renewing ageing fleets and
expanding networks, the E2 will be at the heart of this transformation,” believes the Brazilian manufacturer. SP
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FIRST NONSTOP FLIGHT OF BAMBOO AIRWAYS CONNECTING HANOI AND DIEN BIEN TOUCHED DOWN AT DIEN BIEN PHU AIRPORT

Bamboo Airways announces
new nonstop routes

Photograph: Bamboo Airways

On October 14, flight QH1692 connecting Hanoi and
Dien Bien touched down at Dien Bien Phu Airport, marking
Bamboo Airways’ launch of nonstop Hanoi/Ho Chi Minh City –
Dien Bien routes. The nonstop flight only took nearly one hour
compared to 9-12 hours by road, making the journey much
more convenient for passengers.
For the first time in history, Dien Bien Phu Airport welcomed
a commercial flight operated by Embraer 190 jet with a large
payload capacity, high approach speed, and modern flight mode.
Bamboo Airways initially plans 3 round trips per week on
this new route, strictly complying with the latest regulations
to ensure a hassle-free operation and control the pandemic.
The frequency will be gradually ramped up based on actual
demands. Along with that, the airline plans to conduct nonstop
flights Ho Chi Minh – Dien Bien in this December to fulfill the
rising travel demands during Tet holiday season. This will be
the first nonstop flight connecting Ho Chi Minh City and Dien
Bien, writing a new history for Dien Bien in particular and the
Vietnamese aviation industry in general.
Ensure pandemic control and prevention
Bamboo Airways strictly adheres to Covid-19 prevention measures and procedures before, during, and after the flight. Passengers must present the negative test result within 72 hours
issued by the licensed health unit before departure and fully
complied with the 5K rules during the flight.
Passengers on the Dien Bien – Hanoi route who meet all
criteria by the ministries of transport and health will monitor
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health at home or place of residence and follow COVID-19 prevention and control measures in line with the State and city’s
regulations.
Business Class Flight Experience
QH1692 is the first flight that offers Business Class service for
passengers to Dien Bien, including many attractive privileges
such as Business Lounge access, spacious private cabin, diverse
cuisine, specialised attendant services, priority for check-in,
boarding, etc.
The Embraer 190 sets the standard in its category with
its advanced engineering, high degree of efficiency, spacious,
ergonomic cabins that seat up to 100 passengers, and attractive operating economics. This aircraft operation to Dien Bien
shows Bamboo Airways’ relentless efforts in providing diverse
and superb services on both major and niche routes.
Bamboo Airways also pioneers Embraer 190 on many niche
routes, such as Con Dao, Rach Gia…, to optimize the capacity of
small and medium airports, expand niche flight networks, and
contribute to load reduction for major airports.
“We congratulate Bamboo Airways as they continue to
launch domestic routes with the added comfort of a jet. Bamboo Airways is utilising the best of the E190’s short-field performance, economics, and fuel efficiency to their advantage and
we are with them on this journey,” said Raul Villaron, Vice President of Embraer Commercial Aviation in Asia Pacific. SP

—By SP’s Correspondent
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Gulfstream

Never resting on
the laurels
The future has landed as Gulfstream reveals G800 - its longest-range aircraft, and G400
- its first new entrant to the large-cabin class in more than a decade

Photographs: Gulfstream

By Ayushee Chaudhary
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Gulfstream has earned itself the position of not
only being among best in the business aviation market but
also of being innovators when it comes to technical advances.
The constantly upgrading fleet of Gulfstream has often taken
its customers and the industry by surprise and in its most
recent announcement, the manufacturer has again done
just that. Displaying its “art of excellence” through the newly
revealed business jets, Gulfstream announced that the future
has landed.
Adding to its growing family of technologically advanced
and innovatively designed aircraft, Gulfstream has introduced two all-new aircraft, the Gulfstream G800, the
longest-range aircraft in Gulfstream history, and the Gulfstream G400, the first new entrant to the large-cabin class
in more than a decade. While one comes with the promise
of flying farther faster than any aircraft ever produced by

the company, the other is said to combine performance and
environmental efficiency to reinvent the large-cabin aircraft class.
“Today marks a major milestone and investment in our
company’s future with the introduction of the G800, our fastest longest-range aircraft yet, and the G400, the industry’s
first new large-cabin aircraft in more than a decade,” said
Gulfstream President, Mark Burns during the presentation.
Both the G800 and G400 are equipped with the Gulfstream
Symmetry Flight Deck featuring electronically linked active
control sidesticks — an industry first — and the industry’s most
extensive use of touch-screen technology with 10 touch-screen
displays.
Gulfstream’s Longest-Range Aircraft
With its 8,000-nautical-mile (14,816-kilometer) range at

Gulfstream G800, the longest-range
aircraft in the history of the company,
is the future of business aviation
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G800 boasts of being the new long-distance leader combining high-speed
range and next-generation technology with unmatched cabin comfort

Mach 0.85 and 7,000-nm (12,964-km) range at Mach 0.90, the comfort in a cabin based on the ultra-long-range G700. The G700
G800 provides customers the longest range in all of the manu- that is currently on a world tour was introduced in 2019 and has
recently set a speed record by flying from Doha to Paris, covering
facturer’s fleet.
Powered by high-thrust Rolls-Royce Pearl 700 engines, the a distance of 2,953 nm in six hours and 15 minutes at an average
G800 also features enhanced fuel-efficiency and more city-pair speed of Mach 0.90, or 1,111.3 kph.
capabilities along with the Gulfstream-designed wing and winglet that were introduced on the Gulfstream G700.
The New Large-Cabin Leader
“We designed the ultra-long range G800 to extend our cus- Long-range, high-speed performance; cabin comfort; and envitomers’ reach to more people and places around the world,” ronmental efficiency unrivaled in its class are all packaged in the
said Burns. “The G800 redefines what it means to go farther all-new G400. The G400 ramps up environmental performance
faster in a Gulfstream and offers even more time savings with by reducing fuel consumption, emissions and noise through its
its impressive range at high speed.”
use of Gulfstream’s aerodynamic cleanThe G800 is designed to seat up to
wing design and advanced Pratt & Whit19 passengers and offers up to four livney PW812GA engines. The aircraft
ing areas or three living areas with crew
would fly 4,200 nm/7,778 km at its longG800 customer
compartment. It also features the signarange cruise speed of Mach 0.85. Three
deliveries are
ture Gulfstream Cabin Experience with
floorplans are offered, with options for
100 per cent fresh, never recirculated
seating up to nine, 11 or 12 passengers.
anticipated to
air, whisper-quiet noise levels, industryThe G400 also provides the signature
begin in 2023 and
leading low cabin altitude and 16 GulfGulfstream Cabin Experience and 10
stream panoramic oval windows.
Gulfstream panoramic oval windows.
G400 deliveries are
The company boasts the Gulfstream
“The G400 was conceived and
anticipated to begin
G800 to be their new long-distance leader,
designed with direct customer input.
combining high-speed range, and nextin 2025
It features revolutionary reliability and
generation technology with unmatched
safety features we pioneered with our
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The G400 features revolutionary reliability and safety features with awardwinning Symmetry Flight Deck and the largest cabin in its class

award-winning Symmetry Flight Deck and the largest cabin in of the aircraft come with additional health and safety enhanceits class, making it an outstanding addition to our next-genera- ments that include 100 per cent fresh, never recirculated and
tion fleet. The aircraft re-envisions this market segment with its never re-filtered air; the lowest cabin altitude in their respective
maximum operational flexibility and enhanced cabin comfort,” classes; a plasma-ionising clean air system neutralising 99.9
per cent of airborne bacteria, spores and odors; and the comsaid Burns.
To showcase the extraordinary features of this aircraft, pany’s award-winning Predictive Landing Performance System
Gulfstream has expanded the customer showroom located at (PLPS), providing pilots advanced warning of potential runway
its Savannah-based worldwide headquarters to include the excursions so they can adjust approaches or go around.
Dual head-up displays in the G800 feature Gulfstream’s new
all-new Gulfstream G400. The innovative G400 experience features a full-size mock-up of the aircraft, immersive multime- Combined Vision System (CVS) that unites the Enhanced Flight
dia content and an interior design display. The full-scale G400 Vision System (EFVS) and Synthetic Vision System (SVS) into
a single image, increasing pilot situmock-up also has a 2.5-living-area
ational awareness and access to more
floorplan configured for up to 11 pasairports worldwide.
sengers on display. A dedicated inteBurns also stressed during the prerior designer will be available to guide
The G800 is
sentation that the two new aircraft are
visiting customers through a carefully
designed to seat
the culmination of Gulfstream’s focus
curated selection of upholstery, leathon continuous R&D (Research & Develers, textiles and custom carpeting ideup to 19 passengers
opment) spending and answers the
ally suited for the G400 cabin.
and offers up to four
question of what’s next for the business jet manufacturer. He further added
Next-Generation Technology
living areas or three
that the G400 and G800 also mark the
G800 customer deliveries are anticiliving areas with
development of the fifth and sixth new
pated to begin in 2023 and G400 delivaircraft over the past eight years at
crew compartment
eries are anticipated to begin in 2025.
Gulfstream. SP
Gulfstream also informed that both
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After the cancellation of its 2020 edition due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the biggest business aviation event, NBAA-BACE was back in its full
glory from October 12-14 this year

shines after
the pandemic pause
Photographs: NBAA / Twitter

With sustainability taking the centre stage, innovation emerging in many forms, some of
the most advanced aircraft flying in, industry stalwarts inspiring the next generation, and
discussions defining the path for the future, the event was a hand full
By Ayushee Chaudhary
Last year, the pandemic changed the landscape of
the aviation industry in multiple ways. One of it was that major
airshows and events were called off or they went virtual. These
events have been a crucial part of the industry for announcements, networking, exposure, marketing and a lot more. After
the cancellation of its 2020 edition due to the COVID-19 pan-
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demic, the biggest business aviation event, the NBAA-BACE
(National Business Aviation Association – Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition) was organised from October 12 to
October 14 this year. Most industry experts gathered at the convention were optimistic about business aviation’s future during the conference, with GE reporting record business aircraft
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aero-dynamic optimisation through
composites, advanced alloys, skin coatNBAA, GAMA and
ings and active winglets as just some of
I-BAC pledged the
the many areas where further improvements will have impact.
industry will cut its
At the 2021 Business Aviation Suscarbon emissions in
tainability Summit, held in conjunction
with the 2021 NBAA-BACE, leaders from
half and achieve netacross industry, government, and other
zero CO2 emissions
sectors, met to discuss ways to reduce
by 2050 as part of a
business aviation’s carbon footprint,
including through the use of SAF. At the
renewed BACCC
session “SAF Forecast – A Supplier Perspective” leaders in this segment shared
their views on how this fully capable,
Sustainability Significance
ready to use, low carbon fuel can gain
Sustainability has been the centre of
conversations and initiatives extensively through last couple of wider adoption by business aircraft operators.
Speakers at the Sustainability Summit also pointed out
years. At NBAA too, industry leaders gathered to express complete confidence that business aviation will reach its net-zero that sustainability has come a long way in a few short years
emissions goal. They pledged to achieve net-zero CO2 emissions due to the industry’s commitment, growing demand from cusby 2050 while expanding on a set of bold climate commitments tomers, and stakeholder interest in environmental, social and
that were made a decade ago. These new ambitions build on governance concerns. Today, the industry is driving the global
the Business Aviation Commitment on Climate Change (BACCC) sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) market, enhancing efficiency
were made in 2009, when the industry said it would reduce and using innovative market-based initiatives to reduce climate
carbon emissions 50 per cent by 2050, increase fuel efficiency emissions as it pursues electric, hydrogen and other next-gentwo per cent per year from 2010 to 2020, and achieve carbon- eration technologies that can be game changers in the future.
The summit highlighted SAF as an important part of industry’s
neutral growth by 2020.
At the convention, NBAA, General Aviation Manufacturers sustainability push, with the potential to cut aviation’s lifecycle
Association (GAMA) and the International Business Aviation carbon emissions by up to 80 per cent.
The US National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Zia AbdulCouncil (IBAC) pledged the industry will cut its carbon emissions in half and achieve net-zero CO2 emissions by 2050 as lah remarked it as an “exciting time” for SAF because it can
part of a renewed BACCC. The industry would continue its goal be made from a diverse set of sources, including food waste,
of increasing fuel efficiency two per cent per year between 2020 algae and converting carbon dioxide to fuel. World Energy CEO
Gene Gebolys positively highlighted that SAF’s biggest obstacle
and 2030.
GAMA President and CEO Pete Bunce noted technol- has been demand, but now increased availability has caused
ogy advancements would be a key component to reaching the demand response.
In addition to the climate announcement and the summit,
BACCC’s milestone, pointing to lighter materials, reduction of
parts through additive manufacturing, propulsion innovation, sustainability was featured throughout NBAA-BACE. The conengine usage rates, VistaJet documenting maximum charter sales, Airbus
witnessing rise in orders for corporate helicopters, NetJets arriving amid
surging demand, Honeywell predicting
BizAv recoveries to reach pre-COVID
levels and more. With sustainability
taking the centre stage, innovation
emerging in many forms, some of the
most advanced aircraft flying in, industry stalwarts inspiring the next generation, and discussions defining the path
for the future, the event was a hand full.

Photographs: NBAA

(Left) A Business Aviation Sustainability Summit was held in conjunction with NBAA-BACE;
(Right) Advanced air mobility (AAM) vehicles was another hot topic during the show
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Embraer and NetJets signed a continuing deal for up to 100 additional aircraft

Photograph: Embraer

vention’s carbon-offset programme was a highlight that made
the show one of the world’s largest carbon-neutral events, as
more than 100 exhibitors signed a Green Pledge to limit their
environmental footprint at the convention. Apart from the carbon-neutralising, a major spotlight was the fact that flights in
and out of Las Vegas flew on SAF. Embraer, for instance, flew
the four aircraft it showed this week at the NBAA-BACE static
display on sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) or its equivalent using
book-and-claim.
There’s also NBAA’s Sustainable Flight Department Accreditation Program which is identifying business aviation organisations that are meeting exceptional environmental sustainability
standards. The goal of this accreditation programme is to further advance a sustainability culture in the business aviation
community.
Safety Standards
This NBAA event also focused a lot on the different aspects
and importance of safety standards. The 2021 NBAA National
Safety Forum emphasised the importance of promoting professional attitudes across the industry through a seminar themed
“Leadership and Professionalism: The Keys to Improving Aviation Safety.”
During the seminar, National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) investigator Fabian Salazar presented a summary of the
board’s findings into the January 2019
helicopter crash near Calabasas, CA
that claimed the lives of the pilot and
eight passengers, including NBA star
Kobe Bryant and his daughter. It was
highlighted that among the probable
factors was the pilot’s strong desire to
complete the mission for a valued client
– a positive attitude that drove a negative outcome.
When it comes to safety, there was
also discussion on business challenges
of small flight departments. NTSB Vice

Chairman Bruce Landsberg provided an update on recent Part
91 accidents and shared what small flight departments can do
to decrease the accident rate at the NBAA Small Operator Symposium.
NBAA Senior Vice President of Safety, Security, Sustainability and International Operations Doug Carr shared some of the
association’s current initiatives, noting the top five advocacy pillars of safety, infrastructure investment, sustainability, innovation and workforce diversity, equity and inclusion.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) came forth to
share some major safety standards to be informed about. The
FAA next fall is expected to release a notice of proposed rulemaking requiring all Part 135 operations to develop and implement a safety management system (SMS).
Of 2,000 Part 135 operators in the US – many of which, Carr
noted, are single-pilot, single-aircraft operations – just twenty
have completed the FAA’s SMS for Voluntary Program (SMSVP)
that offers a probable roadmap for the upcoming rule.
All presenters agreed that a properly implemented SMS can
yield real safety benefits to any flight operation if scaled appropriately to its size and scope.
NBAA’s Safety Committee also issued its annual update
recently of some major safety concerns. One area of the committee’s 2021/2022 focus is preventable accidents. This was
broken down into three primary categories: loss of control in
ﬂight (LOCI), runway excursions (RE),
and controlled ﬂight into terrain (CFIT)
which have been discussed in details.

Embraer and
NetJets, signed a
continuing deal for
up to 100 additional
aircraft, in excess of
$1.2 billion
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Attractive announcements
Keeping up with the tradition, some
major business aircraft and products
were announced at the NBAA-BACE
2021 including transcontinental HondaJet 2600; a Challenger 3500 from
Bombardier; Next Generation Citation
aircraft Textron Aviation; and the public
debut of a mockup of the Falcon 10X
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Photograph: Honda Aircraft Company

Honda Aircraft Company Unveils HondaJet 2600 Concept at NBAA 2021

from Dassault Falcon. Apart from these aircraft, Honeywell’s in-flight accessible storage. In the cockpit, three inches of leglighter and more user-friendly Anthem flight deck was also room has been added to the co-pilot position for enhanced comfort. While apart from modern design elements, the XLS Gen2
introduced at NBAA-BACE.
Embraer and NetJets’ Deal: Embraer and NetJets, Inc. also features a state-of-the-art intuitive wireless cabin managesigned a continuing deal for up to 100 additional aircraft, in ment system. The M2 has a range of 1,550 nm with a capacity of
excess of $1.2 billion. As part of the deal, NetJets will begin tak- seven passengers and the XLS comes with a range of 2,100 nm
ing delivery of the Phenom 300E in the second quarter of 2023, holding the capacity for 12 passengers. The company is now takin both the US and Europe. Embraer has already delivered over ing orders for both new models with deliveries expected to begin
by the end of first quarter 2022 for the Citation M2 Gen2 and
100 Phenom 300s—one of NetJets’ most requested aircraft.
HondaJet 2600: Honda Aircraft Company proposed the second quarter 2022 for the Citation XLS Gen2.
Dassault Falcon Jet 10X: Dassault Aviation displayed a
HondaJet 2600 Concept to meet the needs of the next era of
aviation. The HondaJet 2600 can fly nonstop transcontinental full-scale cabin mockup for the new Falcon 10X ultra-longflights across the United States, with a maximum cruise speed range twinjet at the NBAA-BACE convention. After the show,
of 450 knots and maximum ceiling of 47,000 feet. The HondaJet the mockup will remain in the US for individual customer tours.
2600 Concept has a spacious cabin suited for long range travel, Compared to a flying penthouse due to its spaciousness and
with seating for up to 11 occupants. It claims of featuring gener- homelike ambience, the 10X cabin is endlessly customisable. The
ous legroom, the tallest cabin height, and a class-leading cabin 10X cabin is 6-feet, 8-inches (2.03 m) tall and 9-feet, 1-inch (2.77
m) wide, a larger cross section than some modern regional jets.
altitude of 6,363 feet.
Bombardier Challenger 3500: The Challenger 3500 air- Detailed design for the 7,500 nm, Mach 0.925 jet is scheduled to
craft boasts of the most technologically advanced cabin in its be completed before year-end, with parts production beginning
class and introduces productivity enhancing features such as in 2022. Rolls-Royce meanwhile is developing the latest and most
the industry’s first voice-controlled cabin and the revolution- powerful variant of its ultra-efficient Pearl engine series to power
ary Nuage seat. Passengers will benefit from one of the lowest the new aircraft. Pearl 10X will be rated at more than 18,000
cabin altitudes in its class at 4,850 feet. It climbs quickly and pounds of thrust and be 100 per cent SAF capable.
Honeywell Anthem Flight Deck: Honeywell’s new Anthem
directly to 43,000 feet (13,106 m) sitting well above commercial
Flight Deck made its debut at 2021
air traffic and adverse weather condiNBAA-BACE. The cockpit is lightweight,
tions while boasting an impressive top
always on, cloud-connected and packed
speed of Mach 0.83.
with features. The Anthem flight deck’s
Cessna Citation M2 Gen2 & XLS
Mission Manager provides a simplified
Gen2: Textron Aviation announced the
Apart from the
view for pilots, with information prenext generation Cessna Citation M2 Gen2
carbon-neutralising,
sented in a time-based format, designed
and Cessna Citation XLS Gen2 business
a major spotlight was
to show “what’s next.” A secure browser
jets. A thoughtfully designed aircraft
takes advantage of full-time connectivfrom front to back, the M2 Gen2 is said
the fact that flights in
ity and delivers information in an elecpresent an enhanced cabin experience
and out of Las Vegas
tronic flight bag (EFB) format on a centhat includes premium interior styling,
ter screen visible to both pilots. Anthem
ambient accent lighting, re-mastered
flew on SAF
also features 3D Runway Overrun Alertilluminated cup-holders and additional
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Photographs: Bombardier, Textron Aviation

ing and Awareness System (ROASS) to improve both approach
safety and safety after touchdown.
Attention on the AAM
Advanced air mobility (AAM) vehicles was another hot topic
during the exhibition. AAMs right now face excitement and
skepticism in equal measures from the customers. However,
noting the advancements, Chris Rocheleau, Acting Associate
Administrator for aviation safety at the FAA, believes the first
commercial AAM vehicle could be certified as soon as late 2023.
This timeframe places significant pressure on the agency to
have a regulatory framework in place for the complex airspace
system of the future.
While much of the focus on AAM has been on commercial
uses, the US Department of Defense (DoD) is also looking closely
at potential military applications, said Col. Martin Salinas, Chief
Operating Officer for AFWERX, the USAF advanced technologies programme.
Sensitivity to the commercial use case as well as the differences in methods of lift, propulsion and control call for the
need to have a system to let safe and predictable functioning
possible in the national airspace system. Companies developing
advanced air mobility (AAM) vehicles are energised by the possibilities the technology offers, and by how close the industry is
to realising its promise within the next few years.
That said, a number of challenges remain, from battery
capacity to community acceptance and the lack of a current regulatory framework to govern AAM operations. Infrastructure to
support AAM flights remains another limiting factor, even when
operating – at least initially – from established airports.
Despite these challenges, the AAM revolution appears likely
to begin in the coming years, and panelists encouraged attendees to join the movement.
The panelists noted that this shift has been driven by companies like Kitty Hawk, an AAM developer launched in 2010 by
Google co-founder Larry Page. The company’s “Heaviside” vehicle uses 1/3 the energy to travel one mile than a Tesla Model 3
sedan, noted CEO Sebastian Thrun.
There were also discussions around the limitations that
are hindering the widespread deployment of UAS commercial
operations in the US Integrating safely with the more complicated airspace in the US came out to be one of the greatest challenges. The experts said lack of regulations to allow operations
beyond visual line of sight of the operator is one of the biggest
impediments to full-scale deployment
of domestic operations. While detectand-avoid technology has advanced significantly, and successful solutions exist
now, getting the technology approved by
the FAA is another hurdle.
Panelists said one key to working
through regulatory challenges is to lean
on precedent. Enhanced flight vision
systems, RVSM and other relatively
recent developments now in approved
use provide a pathway for working with
regulators.
Delays in FAA aircraft certification
processes are also an impediment to
broad use of UAS for commercial uses.
Evans explained current projects in the
works are driving new certification processes, and he is hopeful that lessons

(Top) Bombardier Challenger 3500 boasts of the most
technologically advanced cabin in its class;
(Above) Next generation Cessna Citation M2 Gen2 and Cessna
Citation XLS Gen2 business jets from Textron Aviation

learned during these projects will be implemented by the FAA
for future projects.
It was also pointed out that while these challenges exist,
widespread UAS commercial operations are just not an entirely economical
solution. Nevertheless, manufacturers,
operators and other stakeholders will
continue to work with regulators and
From battery
policymakers to meet these challenges
capacity to
and realise full-scale UAS commercial
operations are a reality, panelists said.
community
Alongside this there were also disacceptance and
plays of electric vertical takeoff and landthe lack of a
ing (eVTOL) vehicles, including Opener’s
single-seated Blackfly eVTOL making its
current regulatory
first public flying appearance. This was
framework to govern
NBAA-BACE’s largest eVTOLs exhibition
with names like Bell, Honeywell, Jaunt
AAM operations, a
AirMobility, Kitty Hawk, etc taking part.

number of challenges
remain
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Tax Conference
As existing business aircraft users navi-
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chair David Hernandez, of Vedder Price PC, opened the conference by lauding its more than 200 attendees for their significant
role in navigating the COVID-19 crisis and ensuring business
aviation interests were represented in federal stimulus and tax
relief programmes.
Aviation’s Future in First-Ever Newsmakers Panel
The inaugural NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition
(NBAA-BACE) “Newsmakers” luncheon featured business aviation visionaries and entrepreneurs who shared their forecasts
on the industry’s post-COVID future and where they believe
business aviation will be in 20 years.
While all were bullish on the industry’s continued growth,
panelists George Antoniadis, Kenny Dichter and Kenn Ricci
expressed varying degrees of optimism for the industry’s ability
to sustain and even exceed its current growth rate of 5-7 per
cent, fueled by ongoing demand in the COVID environment.
Dichter, the founder and CEO of Wheels Up, said he expects
on-demand business aircraft options that exceed current fractional and jet card programmes to the point it will eventually be
as easy to get an airplane as it [is] to order a pizza. “That easier
access will draw in the 90 per cent of potential customers who
still haven’t explored private aircraft travel,” he said.
Not sharing the same level of optimism, PlaneSense Founder
and CEO Antoniadis countered “I agree that there are different
methods of delivery and you are doing a very good job with that.
But I also think that the backbone of what we do is…call it the
traditional aviation economy.”
When prompted by moderator Miles O’Brien to predict
where business aviation will be in 2041, Ricci said he foresees
“a rapidly consolidating market” with four major providers of
fractional and charter aircraft options.
While Antoniadis said he’ll be satisfied with far more measured growth, acknowledging that near-future options such as
advanced air mobility and other new technologies could draw
in new customer markets.

Photographs: Dassault Aviation, Honeywell

(Top) Compared to a flying penthouse due to its spaciousness, the
Dassault Falcon 10X cabin is endlessly customisable;
(Above) Honeywell’s new Anthem Flight Deck is lightweight, always
on, cloud-connected and packed with features

Owner/Single-Pilot Pavilion
For the first time, NBAA-BACE featured an Owner/Single-Pilot
Pavilion at the outdoor aircraft display to bring together a key
part of the business aviation community in a new way. The
pavilion came out as the place for single-pilot operators to connect with their peers and engage with useful, relevant content
designed specifically for this key part of the industry. The pavilion
featured a showcase of owner pilot associations, presentations
from OEMs and suppliers and more.
“Owners and single pilots are a
meaningful and relevant part of the
business aviation sector. By bringing
this community together at NBAA-BACE
in a dedicated pavilion, we can showcase these growing groups and provide useful information regarding their
operations,” said Andrew Broom, NBAA
senior vice president of strategy, marketing and innovation.
The 2021 NBAA-BACE certainly
stood out as one of the most impactful shows ever, especially after the past
year of the pandemic. The event proved
to have galvanised the industry behind
an era of strong growth, innovation and
a commitment to sustainability. SP

gate the post-pandemic financial environment and new buyers
enter the industry, the 2021 NBAA Tax, Regulatory and Risk
Management Conference emphasised the importance of not
cutting corners when considering tax and ownership liabilities
on aircraft purchases and use.
Taking place ahead of the 2021 NBAA
Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA-BACE), the conference examined the latest tax and regulatory issues
FAA next fall is
affecting the industry, as well as common
“myths” believed by both new and seaexpected to release
soned business aircraft users that could
a notice of proposed
expose them to significant tax liabilities,
rulemaking
and even legal action, down the line.
Sessions also examined the complexrequiring all Part 135
ities of immediate expensing; tax and
operations
to develop
regulatory compliance for non-business
use or operating under Part 91; how to
and implement a
properly structure an aircraft lease; and
safety
management
applicability of federal excise tax (FET)
system
on passengers, among other topics.
Incoming NBAA Tax Committee
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Akasa Air

new kid on the block

Photographs: Narendra Modi / Twitter, Boeing

Jhunjhunwala-backed Akasa Airlines gearing up for 2022 start. The new airline has recently
received NOC from the Ministry of Civil Aviation
AirBnB and Par Capital Management are
India’s aviation landscape is standing
other investors of the airline.
on a very interesting edge. With Tata winning
Rakesh Jhunjhunwala, is said to have
back Air India, there is a strong possibility of
a 40 per cent stake in the company. Other
integration of airlines which can lead to Tata
aviation industry veterans including former
and IndiGo emerging as the prominent playJet Airways CEO Vinay Dube and former
ers of Indian aviation. Amidst that, the entry
IndiGo President Aditya Ghosh are joining
of Akasa Airlines is attracting a significant
him in operating the airline. Dube is the CEO
amount of attention.
of Akasa Air and Ghosh is expected to join as
The new airline that recently received
Jhunjhunwala’s nominee.
the No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the
“We believe having a robust air transMinistry of Civil Aviation (MoCA), plans to
portation system is critical for our
start operating by the summer of
nation’s progress. It is this belief
next year as a Low Cost Carrier
that has motivated us to create a
(LCC) or an Ultra LCC (ULCC). The
modern and efficient quality conairline is being launched under
scious airline. More over Akasa Air
the Akasa Air brand by SNV Aviawill serve all Indians regardless of
tion, the aviation venture backed
their socio-economic or cultural
by stock market investor Rakesh
backgrounds with warmth,” stated
Jhunjhunwala. The NOC will thus
Vinay Dube.
be retained by SNV Aviation, the
Former Jet Airways Senior Vice
holding company for the proPresident, Praveen Iyer is expected
posed airline.
to take the role of COO (Chief OperOn October 11, the press
ating Officer), while former GoAir
release stated, “SNV Aviation Pri(Top) Akasa Air is backed by Rakesh Jhunjhunwala;
revenue management V.P. Anand
vate Limited, that will fly under the
(above left) former Jet Airways CEO Vinay Dube;
(above right) former IndiGo President Aditya
Srinivasan is likely to be the CTO
brand name Akasa Air, announced
Ghosh
(Chief Technical Officer), and forthat it has received a no objection
mer Jet flight operations VP Floyd
certificate from the MoCA as it
embarks on its journey to offer Indian flyers a warm, efficient, Gracious would also be taking up a similar key role. Industry veteran and former Honeywell business President Neelu Khatri is
reliable and affordable travel experience.”
Akasa Air plans to offer flights across India starting in the being billed as Head of Corporate Affairs. Ankur Goel, former Head
summer of 2022 “with an endeavour to be the nation’s most of IndiGo’s Treasury and Investor Relations is likely to lead Akasa
dependable affordable and greenest airline”. The aircraft are Air as the Chief Financial Officer.
Though it has not been formally disclosed yet, Akasa is
expected to be finalised by November. Reports of Jhunjhunwala considering to invest $35 million and planning to have in talks with Airbus for an aircraft procurement deal for the
70 planes in four years had also surfaced few months back. A320neo. The new carrier is also in discussions with US plane
manufacturer Boeing to procure its B737 MAX planes.
Having received the NOC, the airline will now approach
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) next for its Air
Operator’s Permit (AOP).
Akasa air promises to be the “most dependable airline in
India offering efficient customer service, reliable operations
Akasa Air has ordered 72 fuel-efficient Boeing 737
and affordable fares, all in the Akasa way. Our empathetic and
MAX airplanes to build its fleet and launch service in the Indian
youthful personality, employee friendly culture, customer sermarket. The new Indian carrier’s order, valued at nearly $9 bilvice philosophy and a tech-led approach will make this commitlion, includes 737-8 and high-capacity 737-8-200. Akasa Air CEO
ment a reality for all Indians,” stated the airline.
Vinay Dube said, “We believe that the new 737 MAX airplane will
With the Tatas awaiting transfer of Air India, global air
support our aim of running not just a cost-efficient, reliable and
transportation getting back on track slowly after the pandemic,
affordable airline, but also an environmentally friendly company
Jet Airways preparing to re-enter the market next year, and
with the youngest and greenest fleet in the Indian skies.”
regional aviation gaining momentum, Akasa Airlines’ journey
The carrier plans to offer commercial flights starting in the
will be one to watch out for. SP
summer of 2022 and use its new fleet of 737s to meet the growing
demand across India. SP
— By Ayushee Chaudhary
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ROSOBORONEXPORT

Rosoboronexport showcased
latest security equipment
and solutions at Interpolitex 2021

Photographs: Rosoboronexport

Rosoboronexport promotes a range of anti-drone systems (left: Kupol, right: Pishal)

Representatives of security agencies were most interested
At Interpolitex-2021, Rosoboronexport promoted
civilian and dual-use products, special equipment for law in a line of electroshock weapons offered by Rosoboronexport,
enforcement and security agencies, developed and manufac- which have proved effective in practice. The Cerberus precision
and easy-to-use metal detector with a built-in stun gun is ideal for
tured by leading Russian companies.
“At the invitation of Rosoboronexport, guests from 30 coun- use at various checkpoints, airports or secure facilities where it is
tries visited the exhibition in 2021. These are representatives of necessary to screen persons.
To provide VIP security, specialised law enforcement units need
law enforcement agencies, emergency response agencies, private
security and IT companies, as well as regional authorities,” said special precision weapons. Thanks to its modular design, Lobaev
Alexander Mikheev Director General of Rosoboronexport and Arms DVL-10V3 Volkodav (Wolfhound) compact, light and accuDeputy Chairman of the Russian Engineering Union. “We, together rate sniper rifle is suitable for various tasks. The user can change
with industrial enterprises, presented our partners, the full range the barrel using ammunition of different calibers, including in the
field. The Volkodav accurately hits a target
of professional security equipment exhibat a range of up to 1000 m, allowing the
ited at Interpolitex and familiarised them
Cerberus Ideal for use at airports
shooter to maintain a high level of mobility.
with Rosoboronexport’s integrated soluThe modern Taktika versatile bullettions to counter the main challenges and
proof vest is designed to perform a wide
threats confronting modern society.”
range of tasks. Its unique feature is the
At Interpolitex-2021, Rosoboronexopportunity to adapt to any conditions
port showcased modern personal proencountered by law enforcement agencies.
tective equipment manufactured by NPP
A set of removable ballistic inserts and an
Klass, NR-2000 nonlinear junction detecergonomic design provide reliable protor and Larets-4 cell phone anti-eavestection and a wide variability of optional
drop safe-box from the YUTTA Group,
equipment, whereby the vest can be easnon-lethal self-defence and defence
ily adapted to specific needs. The officer
systems from the Research Institute of
chooses the level of necessary protection,
Applied Chemistry, a Federal Research
which is provided by removable ballistic
and Production Center, stun guns from
inserts. The basic bulletproof vest with
the MART GROUP, thermal and optical
installed front, back and side armor panels
sights produced by Argus-NV and Dedalcan be fitted with Level II to V removable
NV, and screening systems and devices
ballistic inserts
offered by JSC Set-1.
Rosoboronexport introduced these
In addition, Lobaev Arms and ORSIS
products in detail during public presentasmall arms and hunting weapons, as well
tions at the company’s stand: “Personal
as anti-UAV systems produced by the
Armor”, “Equipment for Law Enforcement
Avtomatika Concern were on display at
Agencies” and “Anti-UAV Weapons”. SP
the company’s stand.
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hall of fame

THE MAGNIFICENT
MUSTANG P-51
By the time Mustang production ceased in 1946, 15,469 aircraft had been
built. It last saw military service with the Dominican Air Force and was
retired in 1984

The P-51 Mustang was an American long-range fighter
aircraft used during the Second World War and the Korean
War, and other conflicts. This piston-engine plane was originally designed and produced by North American Aviation in
response to an urgent request by the British government.
While the British eventually ordered 620 Mustangs, thousands
more P-51s in eight or more variants were built for the United
States Army Air Force (USAAF) and other users. American
P-51s were utilised mainly as dive bombers, bomber escorts,
ground attackers, interceptors and for photo reconnaissance
missions, and destroyed 4,950 Luftwaffe aircraft with a kill
ratio of 11:1. This made the Mustang the highest scoring US
fighter in the European Theatre and a major factor in the
Allied victory over Germany.
When the British first placed the order for the new aircraft
they stipulated that the prototype must be rolled out within
120 days of the go ahead. The design team led by the famous
chief designer of North American Aviation, “Dutch” Kindelberger, soon went to work. The P-51 prototype was ready in
102 days on September 9, 1940 and it first flew on October 26,
1940. It entered service with the Royal Air Force in January
1942 and was an immediate success, outperforming even the
legendary Spitfire.
The Mustang had graceful lines with a long slim nose,
teardrop canopy and unique belly air scoop. With its low-drag
laminar-flow wing, it had exceptional speed and range. Its
maximum speed was 630 kmph and combat range of 2,200
km with drop tanks. It was initially restricted to operations
below 15,000 feet because its Allison V-1710 engine lacked an
efficient high-altitude supercharger. However, within months
the P-51 was reequipped with Rolls-Royce Merlin 1,695-hp
V-12 engine that gave it outstanding high-altitude performance and increased its maximum speed by 50 kmph. The
plane was armed with six Browning machine guns with 1,840
rounds. It was a capable fighter-bomber and could carry 1,000
pounds of bombs and rockets.
Production of the Mustang proceeded apace with the P-51D
being the most-built variant. The first American P-51 arrived
in Europe towards the end of 1943. When fitted with drop
tanks, they had an operational range of over 2,500 km and
they soon began mounting long-range bomber escort missions
over Germany. The P-51’s superiority over Germany’s premier
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fighters, the Messerschmitt Bf 109 and the Focke-Wulf Fw
190, was marked above 20,000 feet. It quickly established its
ascendancy over the Luftwaffe. In fact it conquered every German plane, even the sleek, twin-jet Messerschmitt 262.
Before the P-51 arrived, unescorted daylight bombing
raids into Germany were disastrous for the USAAF. The losses
were so high that daylight raids had to be suspended for some
time. But now the USAAF had a high-performance fighter that
could escort its massive heavy-bomber formations to Berlin
and back. This greatly reduced the unacceptable losses and
permitted Germany to be placed under round-the-clock aerial bombardment. In fact, after the P-51 entered the arena,
the Allies were able to establish air supremacy and drove the
Luftwaffe from the European skies. Although other US fighters also helped, the P-51 could penetrate deeper into German
airspace and was superior in air combat. When fitted with
external tanks, the Mustang had enough range to stay with the
Boeing B-17 and B-24 bomber formations till their designated
targets and then provide them effective fighter protection on
the way back. By the end of 1944, 14 of the 15 fighter squadrons of the US Eighth Air Force were equipped with Mustangs.
They therefore played a starring role in the eventual defeat of
the Luftwaffe.
By late 1944, the P-51s were being produced in sufficient
numbers to be deployed in the Pacific and South East Theatres too. Their primary role was escorting the new, highaltitude, long-range Boeing B-29 Superfortress heavy bombers on their way to Japan and back. By the time Mustang
production ceased in 1946, 15,469 aircraft had been built. It
last saw military service with the Dominican Air Force and
was retired in 1984. However, even today, around 100 Mustangs are airworthy.
The P-51 Mustang was the best piston-engine fighter aircraft of the Second World War. According to a 1944 report of the
Truman Senate War Investigating Committee, it was then “the
most aerodynamically perfect plane in existence.” And when
Hermann Göring, the German military leader and a powerful
figure in the Nazi Party, learnt that long-range P-51Ds were
beginning to escort US bombers on bombing raids over Berlin,
he reportedly told his staff, “The war is over.” SP
— Joseph Noronha
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MILITARY
ASIA-PACIFIC
RAJNATH SINGH CHAIRS AMBASSADORS’
ROUND TABLE FOR DEFEXPO 2022

In a major outreach to the friendly
foreign countries as also to the defence
manufacturing industries of the world,
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh chaired
the Ambassadors’ Round Table for
DefExpo 2022, in New Delhi on October
25, 2021. The Round Table was aimed
to brief the Ambassadors of foreign missions about the planning, arrangements
and other details of DefExpo 2022,
which will be held in Gandhinagar, Gujarat between March 10-13, 2022.More
than 200 delegates, including Ambassadors, Heads of Missions and Defence
Attaches attended the Round Table.
Key Highlights of the speech:
• DefExpo 2022 to sow seeds of successful new ventures & international
partnerships for shared prosperity
• The exhibition to boost investment,
bolster Indian aerospace & defence
ecosystem and cater to defence requirements of the world
• India open to do business on a mutually beneficially collaborative basis for
all-round welfare of everyone
• India has potential for R&D in space,
cyberspace, futuristic capabilities &
disruptive technologies
• Defence exports grew by 334 per cent
in last five years; India now exporting
to over 75 countries.

BOEING DELIVERS ELEVENTH P-8I TO THE
INDIAN NAVY

Boeing is continuing to expand the Indian
Navy's long-range maritime reconnaissance anti-submarine warfare capabilities with the delivery of the country's
11th P-8I on October 18, 2021. This is
the third aircraft to be delivered under
an option contract for four additional aircraft that the Indian Ministry of Defence
awarded in 2016. Indian Navy (IN) was
the first international customer for the
P-8 and today operates the largest non-
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US fleet. The P-8 is also operated by the
US Navy, the Royal Australian Air Force
and the UK’s Royal Air Force. Boeing supports India’s growing P-8I fleet by providing training offlight crews, spare parts,
ground support equipment and fieldservice representative support. Boeing is
completing construction on the Training
Support & Data Handling (TSDH) Centre
at INS Rajali, Arakkonam, in Tamil Nadu,
and a secondary centre at the Naval Institute of Aeronautical Technology, Kochi,
as part of a training-and-support package
contract signed in 2019.

DRDO AND IAF JOINTLY FLIGHT TEST LONGRANGE BOMB SUCCESSFULLY

Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) and Indian Air
Force (IAF) team jointly flight tested
successfully the indigenously developed Long-Range Bomb (LRB) from an
aerial platform on October 29, 2021 at
the Integrated Test Range, Chandipur
in Odisha. The LRB was guided to a
land-based target at a long range with
accuracy within specified limits. The
LRB has been designed and developed
by Research Centre Imarat. Defence
Minister, Rajnath Singh, the Secretary
DDR&D and Chairman DRDO, Dr G Satheesh Reddy has congratulated the DRDO,
the IAF and other teams associated with
successful flight test.

11TH DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY & TRADE
INITIATIVE (DTTI) GROUP MEETING held

The DTTI Group meeting between India
and the US was held in the virtual mode
on November 9, 2021. The meeting was
co-chaired by the Secretary Defence
Production, Raj Kumar from Ministry of
Defence & PTDO (Performing the Duties
of) Under Secretary of Defence for Acquisition and Sustainment from US Department of Defence Gregory Kausner. The
DTTI Group meetings are normally held
twice a year, alternating between India
and the US. Highlights were:
• Co-chairs agreed on revised Statement
of Intent to strengthen dialogue on
defence technology cooperation.
• First Project Agreement for AirLaunched Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
under Joint Working Group Air Systems signed since last meeting.
• Defence Industry Collaboration Forum
Virtual Expo conducted to further
encourage development of niche technologies.
• DTTI Group aims to create opportunities for co-production and co-development of defence equipment.

QuickRoundUp
AIRBUS HELICOPTER

On October 11 this year, Airbus Helicopter announced that
its Helicopters UH-72 Lakota fleet has exceeded the one
million flight-hour mark, some 15 years after the first Lakota
UH-72A entered service for the US Army in 2006, following
the first delivery of the newest UH-72B to the National
Guard. Global Medical Response (GMR) will add a total
of 21 Airbus helicopters from the H125, H130 and H135
families to its growing air medical fleet, with options to
include up to an additional 23 helicopters, bringing the total
order potential up to 44 helicopters.

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

In a context of increased momentum around space exploration, on October 26, 2021, Airbus Defence and Space,
Air Liquide and ispace Europe have announced the joint
creation of EURO2MOON. This non-profit organisation will be
dedicated to promoting better use of lunar natural resources,
while accelerating the cis-lunar economy and federating
industrial efforts across Europe.
The Webb Space Telescope (WST) arrived at the European
space port in Kourou, French Guiana on October 18, 2021 and
will be prepared for its launch that is scheduled for December
18, 2021 on an Ariane 5 launcher. One of the four instruments
in its scientific suitcase is the Near Infra Red Spectrograph
(NIRSpec) built by Airbus in Germany. Once in orbit, Webb will
begin a month long journey, travelling four times the distance
to the Moon, until it reaches its final destination, the Lagrange
point L2, some 1.5 million km behind the Earth.

BOEING

On October 20, 2021 Boeing said that airlines in the Middle
East will require 3,000 new airplanes valued at $700 billion
and aftermarket services such as maintenance and repair
worth $740 billion by 2040 with the region positioned to
capitalise on the recovery of regional and international travel
as well as rising demand for cargo.
Boeing has been awarded a $1.1 billion contract to
extend seeker production for the US Army’s PAC-3 missile
up to 2026. Under the contract, Boeing will produce approximately 1,500 additional seekers in Huntsville, Alabama,
as a subcontractor to Lockheed Martin beginning in 2023.
The Boeing-built seeker provides guidance data to the PAC-3
interceptor, which has protected war fighters, allies and
international partners around the world from a variety of air
and missile threats for 20 years and counting.
On October 31 this year, Boeing reported that it has
delivered its first KC-46A tanker to the Japan Air Self-Defence
Force (JASDF) marking the programme’s first delivery to a
customer outside the United States. The Japan KC-46A is
capable of refuelling JASDF, US Air Force, US Navy and US
Marine Corps aircraft. Globally, the KC-46A has already
completed more than 5,000 sorties and transferred more
than 50 million pounds of fuel to other aircraft through its
boom and drogue systems.
The Defence Logistics Agency (DLA) and Boeing announced
on November 08 this year that they have agreed to a follow-on
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QuickRoundUp
contract for future sustainment support of military services
across multiple Boeing military platforms, enabling Boeing
and DLA to continue support through the extension of existing
programmes up to a ceiling value of $15 billion over 10 years.

GE AVIATION

On October 29, 2021, GE Aviation announced that the US Air
Force has awarded it a $1.58 billion firm-fixed-price contract
to supply F110 engines for the Boeing F-15EX Eagle II. This
selection makes GE the sole propulsion provider for the US
Air Force’s entire planned F-15EX fleet.
On October 27, 2021, GE Aviation announced that as
part of NASA’s Hybrid Thermally Efficient Core (HyTEC) project,
it has been awarded multiple cost-share contracts for engine
core development valued at more than $20 million including
investments by both NASA and GE. Plans are to ground test
a new compact engine core by the middle of the current
decade. This is a part of GE Aviation’s pursuit to develop
technologies for more sustainable commercial flight.

GLOBAL AEROSPACE SUMMIT

On October 23, 2021, it was announced that the Global
Aerospace Summit will be held from May 24 to 26, 2022 at
Abu Dhabi, hosted by Mubadala, in which leading aviation,
aerospace, space and defence agencies from across the
world will participate. The Summit will demonstrate the
road to recovery for the global aviation industry post the
pandemic. The summit is being hosted by Mubadala.

IAI

MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION

Rajiv Bansal took charge as the Secretary of the Ministry of
Civil Aviation on Friday, October 1, 2021. Before this appointment, Rajiv Bansal was the Chairman and Managing Director
of AirIndia.
Bansal, a 1988-batch IAS officer of Nagaland cadre, took
over the charge of Civil Aviation Secretary from Pardeep Singh
Kharola who superannuated on September 30, 2021. Earlier,
Bansal has held the charge as Additional Secretary in the Ministry of Petroleum
and Natural Gas, Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology, Secretary in Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC),
and Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises.
He has also held several key positions in the Government of Nagaland.

SOUTHERN AIR COMMAND

Air Marshal J. Chalapati VSM, an alumnus of the National Defence Academy,
has taken over as the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Air Command with effect from October 3, 2021.

ST ENGINEERING

On October 18 this year, ST Engineering, North America, a global technology,
defence and engineering group, announced the appointment of Timothy J.
McBride as President of the company effective November 1, 2021.

BOEING

Heidi Grant, Director of the US Defence Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA),
who has been selected to lead Boeing’s defence, space and government services sales teams, joined the company on November 8 2021 as Vice President
of Business Development.

To further encourage US and Indian
industries to develop niche technologies under the DTTI Group, the Defence
Industry Collaboration Forum (DICF)
Virtual Expo was conducted a day earlier on November 8, 2021.

Israel Aerospace Industries’ (IAI) innovative ADA Anti-Jam
GPS System, designed to protect GPS/GNSS navigation from
jamming, has been integrated into advanced platforms used by
the Israeli Air Force and various types of UAS. Most navigation,
communication and warfare systems integrated into modern
platforms depend on the continuous availability of GPS/GNSS
satellites. The ADA product portfolio, developed by IAI, is compatible with a broad range of satellite navigation systems (GNSS).

AMERICAS

IAF

USMC ACQUIRES 2 MQ-9A REAPERS

The Indian Air Force (IAF) Contingent has been inducted for
participation in the biennial Dubai Air Show to be held at the
Al Maktoum International Airport from November 14 to 18,
2021. The IAF has been invited by the Government of UAE to
participate with the Sarang and Suryakiran Aerobatic Teams.
In addition, the IAF’s Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas shall
be part of the aerobatics and static displays during the show.

RAYTHEON

Raytheon Missiles & Defence in partnership with Northrop
Grumman, successfully completed the first flight test of a
scramjet-powered Hypersonic Air-breathing Weapon Concept
(HAWC) on September 27, 2021 for DARPA and the US Air
Force. During the test, HAWC was carried under the wing of
an aircraft before it was released. Scramjet engines enable
sustained flight at hypersonic speeds – Mach 5 or greater –
which is five times the speed of sound.
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General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) completed the
transfer of two MQ-9A Reaper Block 5
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) to
the US Marine Corps on October 15,
2021. The two aircraft have been oper-

ated by the USMC since 2018 under a
Company Owned/Company Operated
(COCO) lease agreement in support
of an Urgent Operational Need. The
Reapers represent the first increment
of the Marine Air-Ground Task Force
(MAGTF) Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS) Expeditionary (MUX) Program of
Record (POR). The transfer of aircraft
includes two Ground Control Stations
and associated support equipment.
The two COCO MQ-9As, using remote
split operations from Marine Corps Air
Station Yuma, have been in operation for
the USMC as part of a lease agreement
between GA-ASI and Naval Air Systems
Command, accruing over 12,000 flight
hours supporting operations in the Middle East and informing the requirements
and expectations for the MUX POR. The
MUX POR will include an additional 16
new MQ-9As, which the Marine Corps
will begin procuring in 2022 to support
an Early Operational Capability in 2023
and Initial Operating Capability in the
US Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM)
by 2025. l
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DEFENCE MINISTER ASKS FORCES TO BE READY AT SHORT NOTICE
ON “VOLATILE” BORDER

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh asked India’s armed
forces to be ready to respond to the “volatile situation” on the borders at short notice in the face of any contingency.
Addressing the Indian Air Force Commanders Conference in
New Delhi on November 10, Singh said airpower would be called
upon to play a crucial role in future conflicts.
The “volatile situation” was apparently a reference to the
18-month-long border stand-off with China which shows no signs
of easing.
The three-day IAF Commanders’ Conference - the second
this year - will brainstorm a “swift and befitting response to any
misadventures by India’s adversaries” and take stock of the
measures taken so far. The theme of the Conference is ‘Ensuring
Certainty Amidst Uncertainties’. The top brass will discuss training and equipping to meet the challenges and adapting to rapid
changes.
“The Defence Minister remarked on the volatile situation on
our borders and said that the Armed Forces need to be prepared
to respond at a short notice for any contingency. He brought out
that the role of IAF in future conflicts is crucial and it needs to harness the capabilities and opportunities offered by AI, Big Data
Handling and Machine Learning,” according to an IAF statement.
The Defence Minister was briefed by the Chief of Air Staff Air Chief
Marshal V.R. Chaudhari on the “current status”.
After welcoming the Defence Minister, who inaugurated the
Conference, the Air Chief stressed “on the need to develop multidomain capability in order to give a swift and befitting response to
any misadventures by our adversaries”, the statement added.
Air Chief Marshal Chaudhari emphasised joint training with the
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Indian Army and Indian Navy to enable synergised application of
combat power in future conflicts, the statement elaborated.
The Defence Minister sought to allay the IAF’s apprehensions
on the ongoing move for theaterisation of India’s armed forces. He
assured the IAF brass that joint structures would be created only
after accommodating the concerns of the IAF. “He mentioned
that enhancing jointness is essential and the structure should be
evolved after closely examining various options, and inputs from
all stake holders would be taken into consideration,” as per the IAF
statement.
Singh also expressed confidence that the Make in India agenda
for equipping the armed forces was gaining momentum. “He also
mentioned that the efforts in the field of indigenisation through
‘Make in India’ initiative of Govt of India is showing results and the
orders of LCA Mk 1A and C295 will open new opportunities in the
indigenous aerospace sector,” the statement added.
The Air Chief complimented his commanders for maintaining
a high state of readiness despite challenges posed by the pandemic. “During the Conference, commanders will discuss and
brainstorm situations which may affect National Security and
focus on measures to enhance operational capability. Issues pertaining to strengthening training and optimising HR policies for
effective utilisation of manpower will also be discussed,” the IAF
statement added.
Chief of Defence Staff General Bipin Rawat and Secretary
Defence Production Raj Kumar were also present at the inaugural
session. SP
— By Vishal Thapar
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The deal with Airbus for 56 C295 aircraft will certainly
provide an opportunity for the Indian private sector
to enter the technologically intensive and highly
competitive aviation industry
On September 8, 2021, the Cabinet Committee on Security
had cleared the proposal for the procurement of 56, twin-turboprop, C295 medium weight, multi-role, tactical, all-weather
military transport aircraft for the Indian Air Force (IAF) from
Airbus Defence and Space. Subsequently, the contract with the
European aerospace and defence major Airbus for 56 C295
aircraft valued at `21,000 crore, was signed on September 24,
2021. This fleet of 56 C295 aircraft will be inducted into the
IAF to replace the ageing fleet of HS-748 Avro that has been in
service with the IAF since the early 1960s. As the fleet of HS-748
Avro has served in the IAF for over six decades, it has been overdue for retirement from service. Of British origin, the HS-748
Avro was produced under licence by the Indian aerospace major
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) at their facility in Kanpur.
As the HS-748 Avro does not have a rear ramp door but only a
side door, it can only carry passengers and small size cargo. The
C295 on the other hand, has a rear ramp door that provides tail
loading facility and renders it capable of airlifting cargo of larger
size and can also paradrop troops as well as heavy cargo. Compared with the HS-748 Avro, the C295 has a better design and is
far more capable to undertake military tasks.
As the HS-748 Avro fleet had already reached the end of its
total technical life, the IAF had been waiting for the finalisation of the deal for 56 C295 for over six years. Now that the
contract has finally been concluded with the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM), under this deal, the first 16 aircraft will
be delivered by them in “fly away” condition from its own final
assembly line in Spain and the remaining 40 aircraft will be
manufactured under licence in India by the Tata Advanced Systems Ltd (TASL) in partnership with Airbus, over a period of ten
years. The responsibilities of the OEM will include undertaking
structural assembly, systems integration and testing, final aircraft assembly as well as management of the indigenous supply
chain. All the 56 C295 aircraft that the IAF will receive will be
equipped with indigenous electronic warfare suites. This will
be the first such venture that will boost the participation by the
private sector in the Indian civil aviation industry.
Apart from the requirement of this platform for the IAF,
the Indian Border Security Force (BSF) is also looking at the
possibility of induction of four of this aircraft that will enhance
the projected number of C295 aircraft to 60. With high wing,
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

rear ramp door that provides tail loading facility, a maximum
payload capacity of nine tonnes and powered by two turboprop engines, the C295 is quite similar to the An-32 that was
inducted into the IAF over three and a half decades ago. Given
the similarity between the two platforms, the C295 could well
be a suitable replacement for the fleet of over 100 An-32 that
were inducted beginning in the mid 1980s and currently continue to be in service. However, having served for more than
three and a half decades in the IAF, the fleet of An-32 aircraft
would be due for phasing out in not too distant a future. This
undoubtedly enhance the potential of the market for the C295
which will be a welcome development for the Tata Group as
also for the OEM Airbus. The Tata Group is also looking at the
possibility of a substantial market in the Indian civil aviation
industry that could find the C295 as a good platform to enhance
regional connectivity among the smaller towns and cities in the
country’s Northern Himalayan region that are not accessible to
larger civil airliners. Airbus is looking at capturing a sizeable
share of the Indian civil aviation market especially as the C295
is already operational in the civil aviation segment in as many
as 19 countries across the globe.
There is no doubt that the procurement of the 56 Airbus
C295 by the IAF will for the first time, provide an opportunity
for an aerospace firm in the private sector in India under a
transfer of technology arrangement from a foreign aerospace
company to produce a military aircraft. So far this privilege was
reserved for the defence public sector enterprise HAL that had
a virtual monopoly in the field of license production of military
aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing. This deal will certainly provide an opportunity for the Indian private sector to enter the
technologically intensive and highly competitive aviation industry, thereby giving a boost to the aerospace ecosystem in India.
It will also be of immense benefit for the MSMEs located across
the country who will have the opportunity to manufacture components for the aircraft.
However, aspirations of the nation to join the ranks of the
leading global aerospace and defence majors of the world will
only be fulfilled if the Indian aerospace and defence industry
can break away from the domain of licensed production and
move forward to achieve the status of Original Equipment Manufacturer. SP
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